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A B S T R A C T 

Doctor scheduling is a complex, costly and time-consuming exercise. This study develops a 

constraint satisfaction and penalty minimisation scheduling model for meeting ‘hard constraints’ and 

minimises the cost of violating ‘soft constraints’, i.e. the user inputs, the total number of doctors to 

be scheduled, the maximum penalty to be met, and the minimum number of doctors to be assigned 

per shift. The algorithm creates a schedule which checks against all the constraints. The total schedule 

penalty associated with the constraint violations should be less than or equal to the user input penalty. 

If this condition is met, the schedule gets produced as the final and near-optimal solution. The model 

is managed to create a near optimal schedule with the minimal rule violations. However, it is 

challenging to provide a schedule with no rule violations. Such a situation is shown by the amount 

of computational time required to create a zero-penalty schedule, hours or even days needed to create 

a zero-penalty schedule. The system creates a schedule for a short period (weekly schedule) to 

promote flexibility; however, such a system does not promote fairness. Fairness is achieved through 

a cyclic schedule with rotations equal to the total number of doctors being scheduled. The system is 

managed to create a streamlined and flexible working environment and helped to improve the quality 

of healthcare. An optimization protocol can be incorporated into the system to reduce the search 

space and get the best optimal schedule since it is possible to get many schedules under the same 

user-defined parameters. 
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1. Introduction and Background 

Constructing work schedules for high pressure working environments, such as hospital 

emergency rooms, is not an easy task. The scheduling in such environments needs to take into 

consideration a lot of conflicting rules, concerned with satisfying numerous aspects. For example, 

the restrictions regarding the consecutive night shifts, off days, and doctor’s preferences.  

Efficient scheduling simplifies the manual planning. Once designing a scheduling system, then 

such a system should be able to satisfy users [1] and satisfaction to users can result in better 

performance [2]. There is no one size fits all solutions for all scheduling problems. Each problem 

is unique, conferring to the constraints of the particular problem (personnel policies, legal 

regulations, personal preferences and priorities, objectives in the scheduling, hospital policies, 

etc.); hence, the solutions are also unique and problem specific [3]. The task of sporadically 

creating a schedule commences with considering both the number of resources (workforce, 

usually doctors in this case) and ‘a set of features to be considered in order to make use of these 

resources (structure of work-shift types, holidays, hard, and soft constraints to be satisfied)’ [3]. 

Numerous approaches have been deployed to solve peoples scheduling problems. Some of the 

approaches include the following: Constraint logic programming [4], integer programming [5], 

constructive heuristics [6], genetic algorithms [7], expert systems [8], simulated annealing [9], 

set partitioning, and simple local search [3]. The majority of these techniques provides the near-

optimal solutions concerning the conditions that are well-defined in the problem definition, 

despite these not necessarily being the best solutions.  

1.1 Motivation 

Doctor scheduling is a complex, time consuming, formidable, and daunting task. Three out of 

three visited hospitals create their schedules manually. Hence, the need is to introduce software 

that can be used to automate the scheduling process and so reduce the time and cost spent in 

creating the manual schedules. Manually created schedules also create room for error and bias 

towards certain individuals-doctors. Generally, the manual process of creating schedules can 

result in making some doctors overworked. Additionally, such a process can lead to some doctors 

working fewer hours. Again, this can also compromise the quality of the healthcare being 

provided to the general public. In rural hospitals, the situation is escalated by poor working 

conditions. Mr and PJT [10] argue that ‘substantial after hour duties, an excessive workload and 

a perceived lack of management support impact negatively on doctor’s view of working’ in rural 

hospitals. Given the fact that currently there is a skills shortage of healthcare practitioners in 

South Africa, creating an optimal working environment through automated timetables using 

‘industrial engineering’ techniques and computer-aided tools can help retain the current staff in 

healthcare and improve the current working conditions. This study presents a constraint 

satisfaction model and penalty minimisation for scheduling doctors with the intention of creating 

a streamlined and flexible working environment. The rules required to build the algorithm or 

model were derived from the literature exploring doctor scheduling systems.  
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1.2 Problem Statement 

The scheduling of the medical professionals is a complicated matter. A hospital operates without 

interruption; this means that a sufficient number of medical professionals must be on duty at all 

hours. Such a scenario has to be balanced against a shortage of resources. As it stands some 

doctors work as much as 300 hours per month. Such a situation might be due to that the majority 

of the hospitals create schedules manually and leave a great chance for errors occurrence in 

making normal distributions for all available doctors. This study aims to develop a model which 

can help in scheduling different shifts for medical resources. In doing so, the model must be able 

to create consistency in distributing tasks to all doctors without any bias. Therefore, such a model 

should be able to balance all shifts for the available doctors.  

1.3 The Significance of the Study 

 To ensure that a sufficient number of doctors are on duty at all times. 

 To reduce overtime and ensure that doctors recuperate from long shifts. 

 To prioritise doctor preferences bearing in mind the need for the hospital to provide quality 

medical care to the public.  

 To create a streamlined and flexible work environment. 

2. Theoretical Orientation 

2.1 Algorithms and Techniques Used in Doctor Scheduling 

There has been much attention to the scheduling of nurses [11] and recently on the scheduling of 

emergency room doctors [12]. Doctor scheduling is considered as ‘one-step’ procedure where 

the demands from a doctor (hard constraints) must be achieved and minimising the violations to 

the other scheduling guidelines (soft constraints). Mathematical Programming (MP) tools are 

reported to be successful in scheduling doctors shifts in emergencies rooms [13]. The MP for 

scheduling emergency room doctors manages to include more rules than manually creating the 

schedule simultaneously. The emergency room doctor scheduling through MP approach can be 

summarised as follows [13]. 

 Find the rules that are not being met by the present schedule. 

 Add all the necessary constraints to avoid the rule violations. 

 Use the bound and branch technique in getting the new-fangled schedule, which is better than the 

preceding ones and mollifies more guidelines (rules). 

 Repeat the iterative process until the branch and bound method cannot find any possible schedule. 

It is also possible to use Constraint Programming (CP) [14] to solve numerous sophisticated 

scheduling problems especially if the values considered are finite [15]. In doing so, it is vital to 

save and update the domain of all variables when is computed for its progression. Such a step 
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can be performed using the specific variable constraints together with other modified variables. 

Filtering algorithms are used with these constraints to eliminate all values of the variables which 

are not consistent from the domain. Hence, all ‘infeasible solutions’ are removed to remain with 

the feasible solutions. 

CP [14] was deployed successfully in creating doctor scheduling by numerous researchers. For 

example,  Rousseau et al. [16] solved a physician rostering problem using the hybrid algorithm. 

Cangini [17] researched on ‘a constraint programming local search algorithm for physician 

scheduling’ and Trilling [18] developed automatic scheduling for the Cote-des-Neiges hospital 

in Montreal. Moreover, Bourdais et al. [19] researched a ‘constraint programming application to 

staff scheduling in health care’. The general algorithm generated by Rousseau et al. [16] is 

considered dual generic constraints: Pattern constraints and distribution constraints. Rousseau et 

al. [16] succeeded to apply CP algorithm in a physician. 

Tabu Search (TS) is also highly suitable for solving complex combinatorial problems [20]. 

Generally, TS is an ‘iterative search procedure that starts from an initial feasible solution 

progressively and improves it by applying a series of local modifications’ [20]. The TS was 

successfully used to solve physician scheduling problems. The technique was used to generate 

cyclically [21] and acyclic doctor schedules [22].  

There are generally two distinct categories of scheduling techniques, namely ‘cyclic rosters’ and 

‘non-cyclic rosters’. In constructing cyclic rosters, the member of personnel is considered 

interchangeable; the personnel then rotate on the schedules until every member is assigned to 

each generated schedule. Cyclic rosters promote equity since all the physicians have worked the 

same number of shifts when the entire rotation is complete. One of the disadvantages of cyclic 

scheduling is that it is very inflexible, making it difficult to take outside engagements or to take 

doctors preferences into account [11]. For the non-cyclic or acyclic rosters, a personalised 

schedule is given for each person according to other personal or external engagements and 

preferences. This scheduling technique allows for a few personal favourites, allowances for 

vacation, days off requests, and working assignments during over weekend [12]. 

Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) is a nature-inspired optimisation algorithm which was also 

used to solve scheduling problems for an emergency room physician [23]. PSO is a population-

based ‘stochastic optimisation’ method stimulated by the social behaviour of ‘bird flocking or 

fish schooling’. The PSO shares similar features with evolutionary techniques, e.g. ‘Genetic 

Algorithms (GA)’ [24].  

Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) and constraint programming were also successfully 

used in the scheduling of anaesthesiology nurses [25]. The MILP was found to be superior in 

finding a perfect, i.e. a near optimal solution with lower computational time compared to CP. 

Several existing software packages have been successful in doctor scheduling (see Table 1). 
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Table 1. Scheduling Software. 

Software package Source 

Docs for windows for scheduling emergency room doctors. [26] 

Epsked ByteBloc medical software for generating full schedules for emergency doctors.  [27] 

Tangier emergency physician scheduling software. [28] 

Clairvia physician scheduler.  [29] 

Physician scheduler 4.0 by Sana-Med for scheduling emergency room doctors. [12] 

 

2.2. Generic Constraints in Doctor Scheduling 

The constraints can be categorised as Hard (compulsory) Constraints (HC) which should be 

satisfied at all times and Soft Constraints (SC) which can be violated if there are conflicting 

scenarios to generate a workable solution. The real world situations do incorporate a large 

number of SC and these SC should preferably be satisfied, but can also be violated to some 

degree. It is a very exceptional nature to find a schedule that meets all SC [11]. The HC and SC 

can be further categorised into four different groups of constraints as explained by [30]. 

 Supply and demand constraints [30]. Constraints of this type deal with the availability of doctors. 

There are two generic constraints encountered in all doctor scheduling cases. The first constraint 

ensures that an adequate number and shift variation are run all over the planning period with the 

intention of guaranteeing the least coverage. The second constraint, given the doctor’s level of 

experience, full or part-time status, and requested leave days, is not always available. Example of 

a Generic Demand Constraint (GDC) is as follows. During the entire planning period, ensures that 

precisely one doctor covers every shift. Also, GDC is regarded as HC, and many hospital 

departments face it. There are three variants of the mentioned scenario. Two of the main variants 

are as follows [12]. 

 The uniformity aspect: The total number of needed workers-doctors, nurses, etc. be fixed 

throughout the week. 

 The non-uniform aspect: The total number of needed workers (i.e. doctors, nurses, etc.) be fixed 

from Monday to Friday.  

Example of a generic availability constraint is as follows. For the entire planning horizon, all the 

preferences of every doctor should be met. There are four types of doctor preferences: Pre-

assignments, vacations, forbidden assignments, and preferences or aversions. 

 Workload Constraints (WC). Constraints of this type are meant to cater for the days or shifts that 

are assigned to the doctors in a defined planning horizon. For example, the number of shifts each 

doctor attends to per month. WC include the number of shifts or the number of hours that are 

assigned to the doctors within a week, month, or the entire planning horizon. The following are 

examples of WC:  
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 Limits on WC: Throughout the given planning horizon, a doctor should be assigned a line of work 

that lies within a specific interval. Examples of this include a doctor who is assigned to work 28 

hours in a week can accept to work up to 32 hours in a week and at most four shifts are assigned to 

a doctor in any given week. The limits on WC are either there because of terms signed within a 

contract, or to encourage a consistent workload. These are considered to be SC. This constraint 

also encourages uniform workloads. 

 Fairness Constraints (FC). Constraints of this nature ensure that the workload such as the number 

of night shifts assigned to doctors with the same level of experience, is the same for a given 

planning period. The FC ensures the fair allocation of shift types among doctors of the same type 

and/or experience. Examples of FC include ‘distribution of type of shifts constraints’. For an entire 

horizon, the same kind of planned shifts-weekend or night shifts must be equitably allocated with 

consideration to experience level.  

 Ergonomic Constraints (ERC). Always, it is good to consider ergonomic factors [31,32]. The ERC 

is a set of rules that ensure that schedules with defined quality standards are produced. The ERC 

constitutes a large number of constraints. These rules allow a certain level of quality for the 

generated schedules and maybe global constraints or targeted at the specific individuals [33,34].  

2.3 Basic Conditions of Employment Act 

The underlying ‘conditions of employment act’ applies to all employers and employees. It 

regulates the leave days, working hours, deductions, employment contracts, pay slips, and 

termination [35]. According to reference [36], the following general working conditions should 

be satisfied in the workplace. An employer should not allow an employee to work more than 45 

hours within a working week and 9 hours in any working day given that the employee works 5 

days or less in a week. In the event that the employee works more than 5 days a week, he or she 

should not be allowed to work more than 45 hours in a week and 8 hours a day. Certain 

agreements can be made between an employer and the employee to extend the daily working 

hours by up to 15 minutes in any day but to less than or equal to 60 minutes a week. Such a 

situation allows the employee to continue with other non-work-related duties which include 

serving the public which is performed after working hours. Generally, this leads to the reduction 

of 8 ordinary working hours in a day and 40 working hours per week. 

With regards to overtime, an employee should not work more than 3 hours as overtime in any 

given day, or to have accumulated more than 10 hours of overtime per week unless there is a 

special signed agreement. Given that an employee has worked overtime, he or she should be paid 

no less than 1.5 times the general wage for the overtime worked for. In the event of a compressed 

working week, some written agreements may require employees in this case doctors to work up 

to 12 hours for one day. Generally, there are so many regulations regarding the ‘conditions of 

employment act’ in South Africa; therefore, the authors did not incorporate all the rules as 

required. However, more information can be found in the given reference [36].   
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2.4 Software Development Process Models (SDPM) 

SDPM is an ‘abstract representation’ of the actual process. The SDPM presents a process 

portrayal from a specific perspective such as specification, design, validation, and evolution. 

Various SDPM exist including the Waterfall Model (WM), the iteration model, V-shaped model, 

spiral model, and extreme model [37]. The WM shown in Figure 1 was deployed as the software 

development model for this study [37]. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The WM Model [37]. 

 

The WM encourages planning in early stages, and hedges against the design flaws before they 

are developed. WM was introduced by Royce in 1970 [38]. The WM lifecycle consists of several 

non-overlapping stages. WM begins with establishing the system requirements and software 

requirements, followed by software requirements, architectural design, detailed design, coding, 

testing, and maintenance. Table 2 shows WM stages [37]. 

The waterfall model has got its advantages and disadvantages as a software development process. 

Advantages: (a) Can be easily understood, (b) It is extensively deployed and known in theory, 

and (c) It strengthens decent habits such as for defining before design and design before coding, 

and (d) It identifies deliverables and milestones [38]. Disadvantages: (a) It is too idealised and it 

does not match well with reality, (b) WM does not reflect the exploratory nature of development, 

(c) Impractical to expect accurate necessities very early in the project, (d) It is challenging to 

integrate risk management, (e) It delays the discovery of serious errors, and (f) It is hard and 

costly to make variations to the used documents [38, 39].  
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Table 2. The Waterfall Model [37].  

# Stage  Description 

A 
System 

requirements 

Establishes all necessities that are needed in creating or developing a particular model. 

This can include software tools, hardware requirements, and so forth. 

B 
Software 

requirements 

Helps in establishing all necessities especially for the aspect of software functionality. 

It is important to think about compatibility and technical limitations which can happen 

when synchronising from other databases and applications, user interface 

requirements as well as the general performance of the model to be developed.  

C 
Architectural 

design 

Helps in coming up with the ‘software framework’ with the intention of having a well-

defined significant components. Also, a designer must consider any aspect related to 

external interfaces together with other tools required in executing such a project.  

D 
Detailed 

design 

Performing accurate observations on each ‘software component’ defined in the 

‘architectural design’ phase. 

E Coding 
Facilitate implementation of the detailed design specification by creating software 

through a chosen programming language.  

F Testing It is used to determine whether the software has achieved the required specifications. 

G Maintenance 
Upkeep process whenever there are observed or detected problems in the developed 

software.  

 

3. Model Development 

3.1 System Specifications 

Requirements 

 The system should be able to schedule a user-specified number of doctors. 

 Create a schedule for a week’s planning period. 

 The system should be able to create a schedule with a total rule violation penalty less than or equal 

to a user set penalty. 

 The system should meet the minimum set number of doctors per shift. In practice, a minimum of 

1 or 2 doctors should cover every shift. 

 Meet doctor’s preferences for off days. 

 Avoid the rule violations which are not permitted by the law, e.g. avoid assigning consecutive 

evening and night shifts. 

 All shifts should be evenly distributed across the entire planning period. 
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Constraints include time, scope and cost 

Criteria for the model to be developed are as follows 

 The system should be user-friendly (user-friendly interface) and easy to use. 

 Low system computational time. 

 Developing a model which creates a high-quality schedule with little rule violations. 

 Developing a low-cost model which will use low maintenance cost. 

 It should be easy to make any rule changes or add more rules to the system, i.e. the system should 

be flexible. 

3.2 Problem Description 

A Constraint Satisfaction model and Penalty Minimisation Model (CSPMM) is needed. An 

objective function required to be formulated and constraints should be derived from the literature. 

A day is comprised of three shifts, namely the ‘day’, ‘evening’, and the ‘night’ shift. The shift 

times are defined as follows: Day shift from 08:00 to 16:30; evening shift from 16:00 to 00:30; 

and night shift from 00:00 till 08:30. Set of values (notations) for the deployed input data are as 

shown in Table 3. 

3.3 Objective Function 

The objective of the system is to find a near optimal weekly doctor schedule. All the hard 

constraints should be met if possible and the cost of violating the soft constraints should be 

minimised. The doctor`s preferences are turned into constraints and the preferences are assigned 

the same weight regardless of the doctor’s level of experience. Both hard constraints and soft 

constraints are assigned violation penalties or costs. Maximum or higher value penalties or costs 

are assigned to violating hard constraints and lesser penalties or costs are assigned to violating 

the soft constraints. Eqs. (1) and (2) show the objective function for minimising the total 

violations to both hard and soft constraints. 

F(X) = ∑ ∑ ∑ Cdsdy

dy

1

s

1

d

1

 (1) 

 

The following criteria should be met. 

(F(X) = ∑ ∑ ∑ Cdsdy
 

dy

1

) ≤ Cs

s

1

d

1

 (2) 
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The above formulation was used in the subsequent sections which define the hard and soft 

constraints of the model and the respective penalties associated with violating all hard constraints 

as well as some of the soft constraints. 

Table 3. Description of the Used Set of Values and Parameters. 

Notation Description 

S Shifts of the day (S1, S2, …., Sn). 

C Penalty or cost of violating a constraint. 

Cs User set the maximum penalty. 

d Doctors. 

O Supply of doctors. 

P Doctor`s preferences. 

dy Days of the planning horizon. 

S1 Specific set S1. 

Sn Specific set Sn. 

Xdsdy
 Assignment of doctor d, shift s of the day dy. 

Xd…sdy
 

{If Doctor d works on shift s on day dy (with S1. S2. … Sn) and Xd…sdy
=

1; Otherwise = 0. 

Pdsdy
 Preference of doctor d. shift s of the day dy( with S1. S2. … . . Sn). 

Osdy
 

Supply for shift s of the day dy(with S1. S2. … . Sn). 

 Osdy
≥ 1 doctor. 

Cdsdy
 Cost or penalty for doctor d. shift s of the day dy for violating constraints. 

Msdy
 

Demand for shift s of the day dy (with S1. … . Sn). 

Msdy
≤ Osdy

≥ 1 doctor. 

 

3.4 Hard and Soft Constraints 

Hard constraints 

Hard constraints are stringent requirements stipulated by the law, and these should be satisfied 

all the time and at all costs. The following hard constraints and their associated penalties were 

used to build the system, see [Eq. (3)]. 
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 The working hours of a doctor cannot exceed 8 hours in every working day, i.e. a doctor is only 

allowed to work 1 shift in a day. If a doctor can work for more than 8 hours in a day, multiple 

shifts, then the doctor cannot have sufficient rest which is undesirable and potentially dangerous.  

 

∑ Xd…sdy

s

1

≤ 1 ∀ d. … . dy (3) 

 The minimum demand of doctors in every shift of every day must be met. For example, there 

should be a minimum of 1 doctor on duty per shift and a maximum which is dependent on the 

shifting demand or daily demand of doctors. This ensures that every shift has a doctor assigned to 

it and hence the quality of the provided healthcare is not jeopardised. Eqs. (4) and (5) show the 

demand of doctors per shift. Constraint violation penalty is 1000 South African Rand (ZAR). 

∑ Xd…sdy

d

1

= Os…dy
        ∀ d. S. … S1. … . Sn 

(4) 

Os…dy
≥ Ms…dy

     ∀ s. dy. … S1. … . Sn 
(5) 

Where  S1. … . Sn represents other peripheral requirements.  

 Consecutive evening and night shifts are not allowed. As the evening shift belongs to the previous 

day and the night shift belongs to the new day, a constraint is needed to prevent a doctor from 

working evening-night shifts on consecutive days. Such shifts are not permitted by law. Eq. (6) 

shows consecutive day and night shifts. Constraint violation penalty is 1000 South African 

Rand (ZAR). 

Xd…2.dy+1 + Xd…3.dy
≤ 1    ∀ d. dy. … 𝑆. … . Sn 

 

(6) 

Whereby S =2 represents the evening shift and S = 3 represents the night shift. 

Soft constraints (SC) 

The following SC are considered. Some soft constraints have an associated penalty for violating 

the constraint. However, it is impossible to meet every soft constraint because some constraints 

are conflicting. Hence, some soft constraints have no associated penalty violations. 

Fist SC: The total working hours of a doctor cannot exceed 48 hours (6 days) in a week and the 

total working hours of a doctor cannot be less than 16 hours (2 days) in a week. 

Given a maximum of y working days and a minimum of z working days, within a period of any 

𝑑𝑦 working days it follows that: Eqs. (7) and (8) show the minimum and maximum working 

days, respectively. Constraint violation penalty is 1000 ZAR to either case. 
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z ≤ ∑ ∑ Xd…sdy

dy

1

s

1

  ∀ d. … 
 

(7) 

∑ ∑ Xd…sdy

dy

1

s

1

≤ y  ∀ d. … (8) 

The constraints ensure that a doctor gets enough rest days which is highly recommended for the 

doctor’s well-being. However, the constraint alone is insufficient to enforce proper amounts of 

rest since it only gives the number of rest days. The rest days are in the range of 1 to 5 days in a 

working week. The schedule might arrange work in such a manner that the doctor works 

continuously within the period of 𝑑𝑦 days. To prevent such a scenario from happening, an 

additional constraint is required to limit the number of consecutive working days. This constraint 

is known as the ‘maximum consecutive work-days’ and is used together with the above constraint 

for enforcing the rest days. 

Second SC: Consecutive working days of a doctor cannot exceed 6 days, and there should be at 

least 2 consecutive working days before a doctor takes a day off. 

Given m consecutive working days within the dy day’s period, there must be at least 1 rest day. 

Eq. (9) shows the consecutive working days.  

∑ ∑ Xd…sdy    

m+4

m

s

1

< m     ∀ d. … where m ≤ dy − m (9) 

The constraint for Eq. (9) is further developed if the number of consecutive working days consists 

of night shifts. There must be at least 3 days off after a sequence of 3-night shifts. Usually, after 

j consecutive night shifts, there must be at least 1 sleep a day and v rest day (equivalent to 1+v 

rest days, but only v rest days will be counted towards legally required rest days).  

Eq. (10) shows the constraint on rest days after working consecutive night shifts. 

∑ Xd….3.dy

t+j−1

t

+ ∑ ∑ Xd…sdy

s

1

t+v+j

t+1

 ≤ t  ∀ d. … where t ≤ dy − j − v (10) 

Where s = 3 represents the night shift. 

The above constraint manifests itself in two separate forms. The first form ensures the start of 

the mandatory rest day for the consecutive night shifts and the second form ensures the maximum 

number of the continuous night shifts. For the maximum number of continuous night shifts, the 

number of successive night shifts should be reduced to 2 or 3. Eq. (11) shows a maximum number 

of the consecutive night shifts. 
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∑ Xd….3.dy

j

1

≤ j − u   ∀d. d y  . … S1. … . Sn (11) 

Whereby 𝑗 − 𝑢= the number of night shifts which is considered acceptable and meets the doctor’s 

preferences. 

Third SC: Meet the doctor’s preferences for off days as much as possible. 

Fourth SC: All shifts must be equally shared for the entire schedule, similar to night shifts. 

Fifth SC: A number of successive evening shifts should be reduced to a maximum of 4. 

Sixth SC: There should be no more than 5 days which should be considered as consecutive off 

days of a doctor. 

Seventh SC: Avoid arranging a shift pattern, off day-work day-off day. 

Eight SC: Day shifts followed by evening shifts followed by night shifts should be promoted 

(forward rotation principle), i.e. a doctor should have 24 hours of rest before commencing the 

next shift.  

Ninth SC: There must be as a minimum 2 and as a maximum 4 consecutive matching shifts. 

3.5 Assumptions 

 The system does not account for doctors with different levels of experience; all doctors are 

assumed to have the same level of experience. 

 Overtime is not modelled in this system. 

 A uniform case is considered, i.e. weekdays (Monday to Friday) are scheduled the same as the 

weekends (Saturday and Sunday) regarding the scheduling rules such as the number and the length 

of shifts and the minimum number of doctors per each shift. 

 All staff members (doctors) are treated as permanent staff, i.e. there are no part-time doctors. 

 Local holidays, regional holidays and national holidays, New Year’s Eve, and Christmas Eve are 

all categorised as off days. The system does cater for holidays since holidays were turned into 

constraints as off days. 

 The second consecutive off day is treated as a standby to cover for unplanned absences such as 

illness or the death of a close family member. 

 Doctor demand is assumed to be random during any shift since it is not easy to predict the flow 

distribution of patients. However, it is assumed that there should be at least one doctor on duty for 

every shift. 

 Since the rules derived from the literature are mainly for scheduling emergency departments; the 

system is highly suitable for use in emergency departments. 
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3.6 Method of Operating the System 

Figure 2 shows the system flowchart. Run the scheduling model in the following order: 

 Enter the number of doctors (e.g. 20 doctors) to be scheduled. 

 Enter the required minimum number of doctors per shift (e.g. 0 per shift). 

 Enter the maximum allowable penalty (e.g. 600 ZAR). 

 Click ‘get timetable’ to run the scheduling system. 

 Wait for the system to run until a near optimal schedule has been found. 

 In the event of a near optimal solution, click ‘report’ to get the report of the distribution of shifts 

for the entire planning period. 

 In the event of an infeasible solution click ‘esc’ key and end the programme. 

 Save before closing the programme, but the code saves automatically. 

In order to succeed in using the developed system, there are precautions to be observed. 

 Run the programme in the outlined order. 

 One should save before closing the program, but the code saves automatically. 

 The system can work with a maximum of 20 doctors (20 doctors or less). 

 Automatically deleting the pie chart is somewhat cumbersome; one must delete it manually before 

generating another pie chart. 

Different scenarios were run to compute the computational times. A machine with the following 

specifications was used. 

 Rating: 3.9 Windows Experience Index. 

 Processor: Intel® Xeon® CPU X3370 @ 3.00GHz 3.00GHz. 

 Installed memory (RAM): 4.00 GB. 

 System type: 64-bit operating system (windows 7 professional). 

4. Testing the Developed Model 

In order to test or validate the developed model, a single and random scenario was run and the 

results were thoroughly analysed to determine whether the system is meeting the requirements 

(both hard and soft constraints) or not. The testing results have presented in Table 4. The 

following user inputs were used to generate a weekly schedule: A number of doctors (20), 

minimum doctors per shift (1), maximum set penalty (300), and minimum achieved penalty 

(200). For the weekly timetable, Table 4 was created under the parameters mentioned above.  

Figure 3 was obtained using the information given in Table 4. Figure 3 shows the percentage 

distribution of shifts for all doctors for a weekly planning period. Figures 3 to 8 were generated 

using the Microsoft® Excel version 2016 while the Minitab® version 18 generated Figure 9. 
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Figure 2. Methodological System Flowchart. 
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Table 4. Weekly Timetable. 

Doctor`s 

names 

Day 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

A Off Night Night Night Evening Off Evening 

B Off Off Day Off Off Day Evening 

C Day Off Night Day Night Evening Off 

D Off Day Off Off Evening* Night* Day 

E Off Day Off Night Off Night Evening 

F Day Night Off Evening Day Off Evening 

G Evening Off Evening Day Evening Day Evening 

H Night Off Day Off Day Off Off 

I Day Night Night Evening Off Night Off 

J Off Evening Off Off Evening Day Night 

K Off Off Off Evening Off Off Evening 

L Evening Day Night Off Night Evening Day 

M Day Evening Day Evening Evening Evening Off 

N Evening Off Night Off Day Day Day 

O Off Off Evening Day Day Day Off 

P Day Night Off Evening Off Day Off 

Q Off Night Off Day Night Evening Day 

R Evening Day Day Off Day Off Day 

S Evening Day Night Night Night Evening Off 

T Off Evening Day Evening Evening Off Evening 

Note: * Indicates the violated rule (see section 6.1). Note: A to T are the doctors` names. 
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Figure 3. Percentage Distribution of Shifts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Distribution of Shifts for One Week.  

[Note: A to T represent doctors` names] 

Figure 5. Weekly Assignments of Shifts Per Day of the Week. 
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Figure 4 was created using the information presented in Table 4 that shows the off, night, day 

and evening shifts for each doctor for a weekly planning horizon. The off days range from 1 to 5 

days in a weekly planning period. Figure 5 shows the distribution of shifts per day of the planning 

horizon. For example, on Monday it can be seen that 9 doctors are off duty, 5 doctors are assigned 

to the day shift, 1 doctor is assigned to the night shift, and 5 doctors are assigned to the evening 

shift.  

The authors have computed the total shifts each doctor works during the entire planning period. 

Figure 6 shows the total number of shifts regardless of type that each doctor works in a weekly 

planning period. It can be seen that doctors do not work the same number of shifts. In order to 

ensure fairness, a cyclic roster with rotation can be used to create balance. A cyclic sample 

schedule with rotation for 20-weeks was performed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Total Shifts Worked Per Week.  
[Note: A to T represent doctors` names] 
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Figure 7. A Maximum Number of Successive Shifts. 
 [Note: A to T are the doctors` names] 

 

Figure 8. Computational Time (s) Plotted Against Penalties. 
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however, for more extended periods, data can be fitted well and adhere to normal distribution 

requirements. Also, Figure 9 details the mean and standard deviation for each week. However, it 

should be noted that other results for 17 weeks were not displayed in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Normal Distribution for the Scheduled Shifts (week 1 to week 3). 
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Conferring to the second hard constraint, the minimum demand for doctors in every shift should 

be met. The user inputs the minimum number of doctors that should be scheduled by the system. 

The minimum input number of doctors per shift should relate to the total number of doctors to 

be scheduled; for example, when scheduling 20 doctors inserting a minimum of 10 doctors per 

shift will result in an infeasible solution. The system assumes a random demand for doctors per 

shift since it is not easy to model the patient arrival process per shift of the planning horizon. As 

shown in Figure 5, there are 5 doctors on evening shift for Monday, 3 doctors on evening shift 

for Tuesday, 2 doctors on evening shift for Wednesday, 6 doctors on evening shift for Thursday, 

etc. The number of doctors is not fixed to 1 or 2 as the literature suggests. It is also shown that 

there is at least one doctor assigned to every shift, which ensures that the quality of healthcare 

provided to the general public is not being compromised. 

According to the first CS, a doctor should have at least a single day off in a weekly planning 

horizon, and a doctor should also work for at least two days in a weekly planning horizon. As 

shown in Figure 4 specifically for the off days for each doctor for a weekly planning horizon, all 

the doctors have at least a single day off in a weekly planning horizon allowing them to have 

enough rest. The maximum number of off days is 5, which means that a doctor have worked for 

2 days in a weekly planning horizon. Figure 6 shows that, each doctor works for at least 2 shifts 

(2 days) per week and a doctor works for a maximum of 6 shifts (6 days) per week; hence meets 

the requirement that every doctor should have a single off day in a weekly planning horizon. 

According to the second CS, the consecutive working days should not exceed 6 days in a weekly 

planning horizon and there should be at least 2 consecutive working days before a doctor takes a 

day off. This also follows that ‘off day-work day-off day’ patterns should be avoided. Figure 7 

shows that the maximum number of consecutive working days before a doctor takes a day off is 

3 consecutive working shifts regardless of the type of shift. However, there are some doctors 

with zero consecutive working shifts before taking a day off which shows that the off day- a work 

day- off day pattern is occurring in the system and this is undesirable. There should be at least 2 

consecutive shifts for each doctor for the rule to be met. Since this is a soft constraint, it can be 

violated to some degree by the system. It is also recommended that the maximum number of 

consecutive night shifts be 3 and a doctor should have a day off after a series of three consecutive 

night shifts. From Figure 7, it can be seen that the maximum number of consecutive night shifts 

is also 3. However, days off are not given in some instances after a doctor has worked 3 

successive night shifts. 

According to the third CS, doctor’s preferences for off days should be met. Doctor’s preferences 

were turned into constraints, i.e. a doctor should have at least a day off in a weekly planning 

horizon and a doctor should have a day off after working 3 consecutive night shifts, etc. Since 

preferences for off days are random and not so easy to predict when a particular doctor requires 

a shift off, for example, due to the loss of a close family member, the system does not account 

for such. The internal arrangements amongst doctors can be sorted to accommodate such cases. 
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Fourth CS states that the number of successive evening shifts should be reduced to a maximum 

4. Figure 7 shows that the maximum number of consecutive evening shifts is 3, hence the system 

is satisfying this rule. 

Fifth CS states that all shifts should be equally distributed over the schedule for the entire 

planning period. From Figure 3, the shift distributions are as follows: 24 % evening shifts, 25 %-

day shifts, 17 %night shifts, and 34 % off day shifts. It is apparent that the doctors have enough 

rest (off) days and the other shifts are nearly evenly distributed over the schedule. 

Sixth CS states that consecutive off days for a doctor cannot exceed 5 days. Figure 7 shows that 

there is a maximum of 3 consecutive off days, hence the constraint is satisfied. 

Ninth CS states that there must be at least 2 and at most 4 consecutive matching or same shifts.  

Figure 7 shows that sometimes there are no successive shifts. This indicates that the constraint is 

sometimes being violated. However, it is a soft constraint; hence rule violations are permissible. 

6.2 General Discussion on the Developed Model 

Manually creating schedules is an arduous and time-consuming exercise which can take days or 

even weeks. Henceforth, low system computational time is of great importance. As shown in 

Figure 8, CSPMM gives result in acceptable computational times when the penalty is 300 or 

higher. In instances where a Zero-Penalty (ZP) schedule is required, the computational system 

time dramatically rises to hours or even days. In many cases, it is impossible to find a feasible 

solution under ZP conditions. A schedule obtained under ZP conditions is nearly optimal, and all 

the system constraints could have been satisfied by the system, but this is highly unlikely because 

some constraints are conflicting and there are many decision variables. As the penalties go 

beyond 1500, it implies that the system can override many system constraints; hence this results 

in a very low system computational times and might also result in some hard constraints not 

being met and the production of a schedule that is far from being optimal. 

Consider the minimum number of doctors per shift corresponds to the number of doctors to be 

scheduled. For example, when scheduling 20 doctors, if the user proposes that the minimum 

number of doctors per shift should be 10, the system cannot find a possible schedule. Ten doctors 

per shift imply that the number of doctors to be assigned per day is 30. The total number of 

doctors to be assigned per day should be less than the total number of doctors to be scheduled for 

the system to find a feasible solution. The user only has to define the minimum number of doctors 

to be assigned per shift and the system assigns the actual number of doctors per specific shift. 

This avoids fixing the number of doctors to be assigned per shift to be 1 or 2 as the literature 

suggests. Assigning more doctors to shifts yet meeting all the other constraints, for example, for 

off days such an instance can help to improve the quality of health care being provided by 

hospitals. Also, this can reduce the workload to individual doctors and help to reduce working 

overtime work. As shown in Table 4, the system permits the rule violations to some degree in 

order to find near-optimal schedules. As shown in some cases the evening-night shifts are 
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permissible. Eliminating the rule violations (zero penalty schedules) and fixing the system, 

results in extensive computational times and the system will not be able to find a near optimal 

schedule. In summary, the CSPMM generated is illustrated in Figure 10 and the same figure 

shows the key contributions for this study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Enhanced Contributions through the CSPMM. 
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a manageable problem scope. However, assumptions should be kept at a minimum so that the 

developed solution was close to the actual solution. The assumptions may affect the model to 

generate a schedule that is far from being realistic. The CSPMM created a weekly schedule, as 

shown in Table 4. A schedule created for a shorter period allowed for flexibility. For example, 

in cases where a doctor was absent for more than 7 days, he or she can be eliminated from the 

schedule. In order to promote fairness, a cyclic schedule with rotation can be created from the 

weekly schedule. One main advantage of a cyclic schedule with rotation was the fact that after a 

complete cycle all doctors would have worked the same number of night shifts, day shifts, 

evening shifts, and had the same number of off days. The disadvantage of such a system is the 

lack of flexibility, but it is 100% fair in distributing shifts.  

7.2 Practical Implications and Research Contributions 

The study discussed CSPMM. Such a model was very useful for scheduling doctors in healthcare 

centres and hospitals. Hospitals which deal with the scheduling of three shift patterns, namely 

the ‘day shift’, ‘evening shift’, and the ‘night shift’ can benefit from such a model. The shift 

times were defined as follows: Day shift from 08:00 to 16:30; evening shift from 16:00 to 00:30; 

and night shift from 00:00 till 08:30. These shift times can be altered depending on the need. The 

developed system managed to create a streamlined and flexible working environment and helped 

to improve the quality of healthcare being provided to the public by ensuring that at least one 

doctor is available per shift.  

CSPMM effectively managed to achieve the following, see [Figure 10].  

 First, at least 1 doctor was on duty on every shift; hence the doctor demand for every shift was 

met by the developed system.  

 Second, a streamlined and flexible work environment has been created by effectively scheduling 

doctors and ensuring that the created schedule is fair.  

 Third, doctor preferences were taken into consideration as system constraints. Taking doctor 

preferences into account will help improve their satisfaction and help improve their morale.  

 Last, overtime was reduced by effectively scheduling the available resources.  

7.3 Recommendations and Future Research 

The following further recommendations should be considered to improve the CSPMM. First, 

creating an optimisation protocol, e.g. simulated annealing to minimise the search area and help 

to find the best solution out of all the possible solutions that can be generated under the same 

system specifications (user inputs). The protocol can also be used to eliminate cycling. Second, 

adding more constraints to the programme and make the system flexible so that the constraints 

are user-defined, e.g. the number of off days can be defined to the user as being 2 instead of 1 

off day in a weekly period. Third, using filtering algorithms to eliminate infeasible solutions and 

only find the best solution amongst the feasible solutions. Last, conducting a cost-benefit analysis 
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in order to determine the cost savings of automating the scheduling process. In general, it is 

important to find how multiple techniques or approaches can be integrated to create schedules as 

reported by [40, 41] that multiple pertinent approaches can result in accruing breakthrough 

benefits.  

7.4 Limitations of the Study 

First, CSPMM assumed that doctors have the same efficiency despite that in practice, doctors 

have different capabilities [9]. Second, the developed CSPMM did not account for doctors with 

varying levels of experience. All doctors were assumed to have the same level of expertise. Third, 

a uniform case was considered, i.e. weekdays (Monday to Friday) were scheduled the same as 

the weekends (Saturday and Sunday) regarding scheduling rules such as the number and length 

of shifts and the minimum number of doctors per each shift. Fourth, all staff members (doctors) 

were treated as permanent staff, i.e. there were no part-time doctors. Fifth, fewer doctors (i.e. 20) 

were used for testing. 
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